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I am not going to spend much time on this, I just want to shoot it down with all possible efficiency.  I
do it now because I am tired of getting emails on it.  People keep trying to snare me with this tarbaby,
but as you know I have not fallen for it.  I have been suspicious from the start, and although I haven't
really looked into it until now, I intuited it was a project from the first words.  But because I said I
could understand people questioning everything after the faux-vaccine genocide in my paper on
Typhoid Mary, the emails have ramped up again.  I just ignore them.  So all you agents can give up
now.  You failed again.  

These agents should change their names before going into these projects, since we can judge them just
from that.  I have been telling people from the beginning I wasn't interested in this due to one thing: the
project is run by a Kaufman and a Cowan.  Andrew Kaufman and Thomas Cowan.  Could you be a
little more obvious guys?  Remember, Cowan=Cohen, so we have the usual suspects here.  

Whenever I write them off for just their names, those emailing me get mad and say I am being
prejudiced.  Prejudiced?  No, I am basing this on years of studying these people and their hoaxing
families.   They have been up to things like this for 4000 years or more, so it is fairly easy for someone
like me to spot it by now. 

I have seen it claimed in forums that I link people because their names rhyme.  No, I am not linking
Cowan to Cohen because the names rhyme.  I am linking them because they are the same name spelled
two ways.  It's the same name.  Thomas Cowan's sons names are Asher and Amal.  Jewish names.  And
the Cohens/Coens/Cowans are not your friendly next-door neighbor Jews, dancing and fiddling on the
roof.  As I have shown you in years of deep research (which I didn't know before doing that research
myself) the Cohens are THE top hoaxing Jews of all time, coming from the priestly class of
Phoenicia/Israel, which gets it greatest joy lying to you and watching those lies destroy you. 

Other red flags pop up on Sally Fallon Morell, of the Weston Price Foundation, where most of this
theory originates.  Not only are her names a possible tip-off, the location is as well: Brandywine, MD,
which just happens to be on the border of Joint Base Andrews.  Sally's family is from Alexandria.
Although it is named for a dentist from the 1930s, the Weston Price Foundation didn't come from him.
It was founded by Morell in 1999, so it is very recent.  Morell's husband Geoffrey Clendinning Morell
is a psychic healer, which most would admit is another red flag.  As are his names.  The Clendinnings
are in the peerage closely related to the Erskines and Stuarts.  The name Morell links us to the
MacKenzies and McKennas, including superspook Terence McKenna.  So there may be a link there.
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Andrew Kaufman is a forensic psychiatrist who previously worked as an expert witness.  So already
red flags popping up on him.  His Terrain bio fails to mention his main work is as CEO of Zinnia
Safety Systems, which makes anti-suicide devices. This company comes out of SUNY Upstate Medical
College, where Kaufman worked as an assistant professor, and which gave Zinnia several grants
totaling at least $75,000.  Why does that matter?  Well, go here, where we find that SUNY also
happens to be a spearhead for Covid vaccine research.  That article from 2020 is reporting that Dr.
Steven Thomas of SUNY Upstate Medical College has just been appointed by Governor Cuomo as
principal investigator for the Pfizer/BioNTech global phase 3 COVID-19 vaccine trial.

Terrain   the movie was produced and directed by Marcelina Cravat, whose father Nicholas Cuccia was
Burt Lancaster's best bud.      

Cravat is of course Jewish.  Her mother was Gaetana Falese, of the Faleses of Rocco d'Evandro,
indicating probable nobility.  The Cuccios are still involved in fiction, though not in Hollywood.  See
the fake 1986 story from New York about the girl who hired a hitman to kill her abusive father.  This is
another in a long line of Men-are-Pigs stories manufactured by the CIA to split the sexes.  This girl's
boyfriend Rob Cuccio paid a hitman $400, and the hitman Sean Pica allegedly was caught and spent
many years in jail.  But the girl allegedly served three months (ie wasn't in jail at all) and Cuccio got
probation.  Probation for hiring a murder?  You will say the father was a bad guy.  Maybe he was, but
in that case you don't hire a hitman, you go to the police.   

I also remind you of Francesco Cuccia/Ciccio/Cuccio, the Sicilian mafia boss who allegedly triggered
Mussolini's war on the mob.  They admit this Francesco wasn't some working-class mobster, he was a
cousin of top Italian banker Enrico Cuccia, personal friend and advisor of the Agnellis—the richest
people in Italy (think Fiat).  Francesco the mobster was awarded the Knight's Cross of the Crown of
Italy by King Victor Emanuele III personally.  Best guess is the actor Cuccio was from this family,
which is why they so thoroughly scrub his genealogy in the US.    
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Then we find this:

Cuccia and his brother had been arrested on July 2, 1924, on charges of murdering the socialist
militants Mariano Barbato and Giorgio Pecoraro in May 1914. However, on May 1, 1928, the Court
acquitted the Cuccia brothers for lack of evidence.[4]  [5] However, he was sentenced to 11 years
and 8 months imprisonment for criminal conspiracy and was released from prison in 1937.

Aces and eights, sign of the fake.  And this

Cuccia has also been mentioned as one of the mafiosi behind the Portella della Ginestra massacre
during a Labour Day manifestation on May 1, 1947, when 11 people were killed and 33 wounded by the
bandit Salvatore Giuliano. 

More of the familiar numerology.  And if we click on Salvatore Giuliano, we find his mother was a
Lombardo.  More rich Italian Jews.  Wikipedia lies:

His parents were landed peasants who had spent some of their earlier lives in the United
States where they had earned the money to buy their farmland.

Peasants can't afford to travel back and forth to the US, so that makes no sense.  What did they do to
earn money in the US?  Let me guess: vaudeville?  

Cravat's previous film was Dirt Rich, which is about combating climate change by returning carbon to
the soil.  Sound familiar?  It is the same thing Bill Gates is selling now, and you may have seen it
ridiculed as chopping down trees and burying them to fight global warming.  So we are seeing some
strange bedfellows here.  Even stranger: Marcelina Cravat has since apologized for her own film,
which could be why it isn't available anywhere online.  She now admits that global warming is a “UN
brokered” false narrative and that her film needs a lot of rewriting.  I wonder if she will figure out the
same thing about this Terrain theory narrative?

OK, I finally found the direct link between Terrain theory and Flat Earth.  On that page for the cast of
Terrain the movie, we find Jason Lindgren:
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Yes, I mean who wouldn't trust that guy?  They brag that Lindgren has been working since 2016 with
Crrow777.  Wait, I recognize that handle!  He is one of the top Flat Earthers on Youtube.  So my
intuition pays off again.  This connection is not accidental.  You would think they would hide their
connections to Flat Earth at Terrain.com, but they don't.  It is there because they want it to be found.
As I say, Terrain theory is a controlled op and planned fail, meant to throw the game to the mainstream.

According the Zoominfo Crrow777.com has 25 employees and 1-5 million in revenue.  Hmmm.  How
many employees do I have?  Zero.  So although I am often accused of being a committee, we have
evidence here Crrow is a committee.  I looked for a real name so I could research him, but nothing
came up.  Who can hide so successfully but agents?  He should have to fill in a form somewhere to list
a website and a youtube channel and to get paid by CoasttoCoastAM, but they all pretend they have
nothing.       

Anyway, this Terrain project is incredibly clunky, and one of the first thing these Phoenician bozos do
is tie their Terrain theory to Rudolph Steiner, including his claim the heart is not a pump.  Big mistake,
since I have already destroyed Steiner, showing he too was a Phoenician agent of the same sort.  He
was one of the creepiest of all time, so it is amazing he still gets any promotion.  They should hide that
guy in the back of the closet with Oppenheimer, Turing, Warhol, Wittgenstein and Duchamp.  I have
papers on all of them, if you are interested.

This “heart is not a pump” thing just proves what I had intuited from the first: this Terrain theory is the
Flat Earth of medicine, and I am sure these guys are being paid by Pfizer to sell it as opposition control.
They would love it if you embraced Kaufman and Cowan, because in that case your opposition to
Pfizer has just become meaningless.  

That is why Flat Earth peaked at Youtube a few years ago and is still strong there, despite Youtube
supposedly cracking down on conspiracy theory.  Everything but Flat Earth and Terrain, I guess.  You
can tell what is a psyop just by what is allowed to stay up at Youtube and those places.  Flat Earth
became so heavily promoted because it was being promoted by NASA and the government.  The
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governors don't want to debate on the facts: they would prefer to debate Flat Earthers, since they can
win that one.  In the same way, Pfizer and Moderna and J&J don't want to debate on the facts of the
recent genocide, they want to debate these Terrain theory agents, since they can win that one.  Smart,
educated people will read this Terrain theory garbage and think that is the serious opposition to
mainstream medical science now.  Which of course sends them running back to the mainstream.  You
see how it works.  

I know what the response to this paper will be: all these agents will simultaneously cry out that I
haven't even addressed their arguments, making me “unscientific”.  But that isn't what I have done.
They have no arguments, since all their points are these pathetic soundbites like “the heart is not a
pump” or “viruses don't exist”.  Those aren't scientific arguments, they are just the most lunatic claims
they could come up with at short notice, purposely chosen to drive all sane people off the subject.  As
with Flat Earth, I refuse to waste my time on this, since that is exactly what they want.  A large part of
their project is misdirection, which means any time you waste addressing this stuff is a win for them.
They want you debating them endlessly, since that keeps you off real actions like starting the
revolution today.

Part of it was my own fault: I admitted I was not an epidemiologist in that Typhoid Mary paper,
implying one needed to be an epidemiologist to figure this out.  But you don't.  You don't need to
debate the finer points of pathology or virology in order to figure out Terrain theory is a psyop.  Once
you look closely at it, like I finally did, you can tell it is a project just from its form and its players.  It
has all the usual earmarks, being put together very sloppily for an uneducated audience, and
constructed to fall apart in the lightest wind.  This is to benefit their masters, who demanded the theory
be paper thin and obviously wrong—hence the inclusion of things like “the heart is not a pump”.  This
is so that if Pfizer ever gets in a jam or needs a quick point in a debate or lecture, it can reference
Terrain theory and score a few immediate points.  We have seen NASA do it with Flat Earth, trying to
peg all opposition as coming from Flat Earthers, and we see it here, too, with mainstream medicine
claiming all opposition comes from these medical Flat Earthers in Terrain theory, who think the heart is
not a pump and who bow to Rudolph Steiner, who worshipped gnomes.  

Plus, I don't need to address more specific points in Terrain theory since it has already been done.  If
you want extended critiques, they are up all over the internet.  But I will end with one or two tidbits.
These guys always focus on viruses, since the mainstream admits viruses are still mysterious.  But what
about bacteria?  Why do they keep the focus on viruses and off bacteria?  Because bacteria are better
understood and have been caught causing problems millions of times.  Both viruses and bacteria are
“germs”, so to disprove germ theory, you would expect these guys to talk a lot about bacteria.  They
almost never do.   This is because it was already admitted before they came along that Koch's second
criterium couldn't be applied to viruses, because they are obligate intracellular parasites.  So when
Cowan or Kaufman claim Galileo status for pointing this out, as if they just discovered it, they are just
blowing smoke once again.   The fact that viruses can't be isolated this way is neither here nor there in
this context.   

Cowan claims 5G is to blame for the pandemic, which is obvious misdirection. There was no
pandemic, it being just a renamed flu.  The whole thing was totally manufactured to sell vaccines, as
we now know.  There may have been some new strains released to boost flu season in 2020 a bit, but
by and large the whole thing was manufactured to create fear.  Plus, Cowan's arguments are
contradictory: was the 1918 Spanish flu also caused by 5G?  5G is bad, but we don't need it to explain
anything here. 

https://www.natureinstitute.org/article/craig-holdrege-and-jon-mcalice/some-comments-on-the-contagion-myth


For those who haven't already delved deeply into Terrain theory, I will give you a quick immersion.
You might wonder what Terrain theory has to say about smallpox, smallpox being the uncontested
number one success story of germ theory and vaccines.  Well, a Bing search on that leads us to this first
listing that directly addresses that question.  It is by Dawn Lester at WhatReallyMakesYouIll.com.  The
article is short and has no discernible content that I could find.  Lester says she is going to prove to us
that smallpox isn't what killed Native Americans, but you get to the end of her article without being
presented even one tiny bit of evidence in that direction.  She suggests they were murdered, committed
suicide, or died in gold mines.  Unfortunately she includes a picture of a Native child with smallpox.

So those pox were caused by gold mines?  

She also suggests the deaths were caused by unsanitary conditions or lack of sewers.  But wait, if there
are no germs, what is the problem with sewage? Sanitation was invented to avoid germs, so denying
germs but talking about sanitary conditions is lunacy.  She also suggests the Natives weren't bathing
enough, which is insane for the same reasons.  She might as well claim they weren't washing their
hands with antibacterial soap often enough.  For her assertion to begin to make any sense, she would
have to show the Natives were dirtier after the colonists arrived, and that this “dirt” somehow degraded
their terrain, but not by carrying germs that did it.  Terrain theorists generally argue that rolling in the
dirt is GOOD for children, so I see a big contradiction here.  I agree that rolling in the dirt is generally a
good thing for animals and children, but that is because it strengthens the immune system, which is a
germ theory explanation.  The kids get introduced to pathogens and develop antigens.  White blood
cells fight off the undesirable bacteria and viruses.  

If that is true, why have sanitation at all?  Obviously because you can overdo it on the dirty
environment.  Rolling around in dirt is one thing.  Rolling around in sewage or your own feces is
another thing.  There is a limit to what the immune system can handle.  And even a ripping immune
system like many Natives probably had couldn't deal with pathogens it had never encountered.  It
makes perfect sense that stirring large populations together that had never met would cause major
problems like this.  But only if germ theory is true.  Without germ theory, Natives would have nothing
to fear from sick colonists.  

https://whatreallymakesyouill.com/smallpox-dispelling-a-popular-myth/
https://whatreallymakesyouill.com/smallpox-dispelling-a-popular-myth/


This is also strange: it isn't only Youtube that is promoting this “fringe” theory in high gear, it is also
Google, Bing, and the other search engines.  I was astonished to find that it is far easier to find support
for Terrain theory than criticism.  The opposite of what you would expect.  For instance, I typed in
“contagion myth debunked” at Bing, but Bing doesn't want to show me that.  Instead, Bing is very
insistent that I be taken to sites that sell it, and those sites were top-listed.  Same thing for other similar
searches like “terrain theory negative reviews”.  Clearly, if you are questioning anything right now, this
is where you are being herded by the mainstream.  That is enough to prove this is a psyop by itself. 

Although Terrain theory is supposed to be a fringe theory, somehow it managed to get huge promotion
not only from the big search engines, but from all the usual big alternative sites.  How does that work?
Terrain theory is promoted from literally thousands of websites, the same websites that won't touch my
stuff.  I wonder why that is?  Actually I don't wonder because I know why: I am real and they are fake.
They are promoted from Langley and I am anti-promoted from the Air Force on down.      

Perhaps the most nefarious thing about this psyop is the way Cowan, Kaufman, et al stir in a lot of
truth*, not only to lasso you but also to blackwash that truth.  Like so many current psyops, this one is
aimed directly at me and my readers, since we see them stir in light and photons and blood moving
through veins due to EM, paralleling my paper on transport in plants.  When they pull the plug on this
farce and you inevitably flush Terrain theory as the garbage it is, they want to be sure you let a lot of
babies go out with that bathwater, also flushing my charge theory.  That's why they spent so much time
tying photon and light theory—including Pollack's theory of structured water—to this mess.  They
were clearly instructed to blow smoke around my papers on Pollack as well.  Ditto for my papers on
walking barefoot and so on.  They want to blackwash all that stuff at the same time by pretending to
embrace it and then in the next sentence telling you something so kooky the whole thing collapses on
you and you run screaming.  This is what they do, and thousands of spook websites now exist on that
plan.  I have previously blown the cover of some of them.  If you visit those sites, you find them
agreeing with me on everything for ten pages, then on page eleven you find out they are Flat Earthers
or geocentrists or Luciferians or pedophiles.  That is why they tied this to Steiner.  Despite my
destruction of Steiner, they are desperately trying to tie my ideas to Steiner and other kooks, so  when
you read me you think of him.  They want you to think my charge theories arose somehow from former
discredited fringe theories, which is why they are always trying so desperately to link me to them.  But
none of my theories on the science site have any ancestry, since I came up with them on my own, by
picking apart mainstream equations directly.  You can watch me do it.  Yes, there are sometimes some
after-the-fact similarities between what I have discovered and what previous people have suggested,
but I am always quick to explain why they are not the same.  Usually it is because those previous
people just suggested a foggy possibility of a mechanism, whereas I show the actual mechanism and
the math, with diagrams and full explanations.  I show that whereas the previous guys were roughly on
the right track, they nonetheless misunderstood or ignored all the most important points, which is why
they didn't solve it to start with. See my comments on Lesage in my gravity papers, as just one
example.  

This is another central difference between me and them, one that should be obvious but that I guess
isn't to anyone but me.  Although I am considered Against-the-Mainstream, I never dredge up old
discarded theories from decades or centuries ago and reset them up against the mainstream.  I never
promote anyone but me.  You may think that is because I am so into myself, but it isn't.  It is because I
am capable of creating new theory and they aren't.  When these agents are assigned these projects, they
have to set up something as the false opposition to whatever they are really trying to sell.  Well, since
they aren't theorists or scientists, they can't create a whole new theory from new cloth, can they?  So
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they have to dig up these old theories from the past and try to clean them up and sell them as viable.
They figure that with enough yapping they can sell anything, since they always have.  That's the main
reason you see them pushing Bechamp and Steiner here: that was what was available in their quick
check of Wikipedia.  But when I attack the mainstream, I do it with my own new theories, which have
taken me decades to create and polish. Which is of course why my arguments have an entirely different
feel and weight to them.  I am able to put together an extended and detailed argument, linking you to
dozens of my old papers, while all they can do is paste-up these wretched agitprojects, ones that
crumble on any close reading.  

So the moment I see heavily promoted people come out of nowhere trying to resell discarded projects
from previous centuries—especially highly ridiculed ones like Flat Earth or Theosophy/Anthroposophy
—I know without further research I am in the middle of a psyop.  It helps that I now know these
projects like Theosophy/Anthroposophy are their own previous projects, since of course they are going
to have those projects sitting on their shelves.   

This psyop is nefarious for another reason: many reading this paper will think I am defending
mainstream medicine here, which is of course the opposite of my intent.  As usual, this Terrain psyop
creates a dialectic where the truth is on neither side.  Some have said both germ theory and Terrain
theory are right, since germ theory admits the health of the host is very important.  The terrain after all
is the IMMUNE SYSTEM.  A stronger host will have a stronger immune system, which may be able to
fight off any germ with little sign or symptom.  [Which is of course what made the Covid “science” so
perverse: it is based on vaccines, which were invented to confer immunity by calling up a response
from the host's immune system.  But in this current fiasco, we were told immune responses were
inadequate or inferior: we needed this new faux-vaccine, which they sold almost as some sort of
antibiotic or magic bullet, capable of wiping out a disease on its own.  A vaccine that was better than an
immune response.  Totally illogical, since a vaccine calls up an immune response.  Or used to, when
vaccines were actually immunizations instead of deadly gene therapies.]  But instead of being politic
and claiming both are right, I think it would be more accurate to say both are wrong.  Terrain theory is
wrong because it was created to be wrong.  It is the manufactured false opposition.  But germ theory,
though roughly correct, has been captured by the capitalists and corrupted to sell fake vaccines.
Because germ theory is very young, being only about 150 years old in its current form, we would
expect it to be incomplete.  But this fledging status isn't its current greatest problem.  The problem is
that medicine, like everything else, has been infiltrated and monetized out of all recognition of its
original form.  So arguing about history or science is actually misdirection here.  This isn't a matter of
history or science, it is a matter or economics or ethics.  We now know that Pfizer bought out a
majority of the world, including most American institutions: the medical profession, the universities,
the government, and the media.  In doing that they ignored all standing science in all fields, just making
it up to suit themselves.  As in art, everything previously known was thrown out the window and the
field was reinvented overnight by salesmen and promoters.  So arguing about germ theory is bootless.
None of this mRNA stuff is even based on germ theory.  It is based on making you sick and killing you
via jacking with your genes.  Which is exactly why they have framed the argument as if it is about
germ theory.  They want you out in the bushes arguing about germ theory, because that keeps you off
far larger questions, such as why we have drug companies running the country and buying out
regulatory agencies and governors and Presidents and courts and all the TV channels and the internet.
And such as why we are messing with our genes to start with.  And such as whether we should just call
the US a fascist country, since the media is now a government front, censoring widely and wildly under
direct orders from the Feds.  

Yes, I could hit in more depth the history of germ theory and of immunology, but as I have reminded



you, that isn't really what this is about.  The US could be running on Terrain theory or even old Miasma
theory and it wouldn't have made the slightest possible difference here.  Those running the show don't
give two figs about real science, art, or medicine, since they have all been redefined as schemes of
mass looting for them. Whatever the standing science or laws had been in 2020, they would have
ignored them and replaced them with this fantastic propaganda scheme, a scheme that yielded over
$100 billion for Pfizer in 2022 alone.  That is more than half of their total assets, meaning they just
raped the treasury like no one before them, even the Rockefellers, Astors, or Goulds.  And they did it
worldwide, all at once, partnering with governments everywhere to do it.  And unlike their other drugs,
they didn't have to sell this one to you directly.  The government bought the vaccines in your name—
whether you wanted them or not—and then forced you to take them with huge levels of duress and
outright lies.  

Another question being passed over here is whether or not this is taxation without representation.  You
will say Congress voted on it, but those people don't represent you.  They represent Pfizer.  They
bought these untested fake vaccines, gave the companies immunity from prosecution, and stood by
silently as they were forced on you, while investing heavily in those same vaccines.  That's right, your
Congressmen were allowed to own shares of these companies while forcing you to buy their products.
Isn't that a conflict of interest?  Of course it is.  It is highly illegal but who is going to prosecute them?
The Justice Department?  Don't make me laugh.  But it isn't just through investments these people were
paid.  They were paid directly by campaign financing.  Over 75% of US senators and representatives
took money from Big Pharma ahead of the 2020 election.   The other 25% missed out because they are
not involved in regulating the industry.  This is not chump change, either, being six figure “donations”
totaling $14 million.  Why isn't that illegal?  It is, but they keep the lawbooks in dark corners.  Besides,
again, who is going to prosecute them?  The “Justice” Department?  Don't make me cry.  

Back to the matter of taxation without representation, it is worth reminding you that most state
legislatures didn't vote on vaccine or masking mandates at all.  As you will remember, all these
“mandates”—which have zero legal standing—didn't come out legislatures, either federal or state.  So
they weren't laws.  They were just pronouncements or bluffs from governors or health departments,
which again had no legal standing for making such pronouncements, much less for enforcing them with
any kind of police.  Which is why many sheriff's departments—and a few police departments—refused
to enforce these mandates.  Many more police departments silently declined to enforce, without making
any statements to that effect.  Businesses also had no authority to enforce vaccine or mask mandates,
and in the matter of masks were actually breaking standing OSHA laws on masking of employees.  As
for requiring masking of customers, that was a white area, but no standing laws gave them that
authority.  They hid behind illegal “emergency measures”, but even those emergency measures were
limited to 30 days—which they dragged out for two or three years.  

It is things like that that people like Cowan and Kaufman are trying to keep you away from.  They have
dredged up Antoine Bechamp from 150 years ago and Rudolph Steiner from 100 years ago because
they want you arguing about Terrain theory instead of remembering your own government just bilked
trillions from you while murdering your family members with an illegal drug marketed illegally, and
forced  down your throat by a captured Congress and media.  They want to move you on from the
biggest theft and mass murder in the history of the world, a murder in which large parts of the country
were complicit, including your doctor, your pharmacist, your governor, your mayor, your health
department, your insurance company, your President, your Supreme Court, all your TV channels, your
congresses, your favorite movie stars, your favorite sports stars, and many of your neighbors and
friends/acquaintances.         
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This is also interesting in hindsight: Politifact fact-checked a Facebook post from 2022 claiming
members of Congress were exempt from Biden's vaccine mandate on federal workers.  Politifact tagged
it “false”.  So if you don't read closely or don't read the whole thing, you may think Congress did have
to get vaccinated.  But no, in the final paragraph they admit the claim was false because the mandate
never applied to Congress in the first place. . . so they didn't need an exemption from Biden. They
were exempt to start with.  Hah.  Talk about pettifogging.  The bottom line is that while investing in
vaccines and taking huge donations from Big Pharma, Congress didn't have to get vaccinated, and
many of them didn't.   The CEO of Pfizer Bourla admitted on camera that he and his family weren't
vaccinated.  Whoops!  He claimed it was because he wanted to let more needy people get theirs first.
Yeah, right.  

So now maybe you understand why I have refused to talk about germ or Terrain theory from the
beginning.  For several years I was commenting at CTTF and they went round and round on this—
without me.  I have been getting links to Cowan and Kaufman for years and still am.  Until now I have
just advised my readers to focus elsewhere.  I still do.  This Terrain theory is a tarbaby, blackwashing,
and eye's-off project rolled into one, and the best thing you can do is tell these Kaufmans and Cowans
to take their projects elsewhere.  And let this be a lesson to you: pay attention to names and be very
suspicious when these and other names pop up. I haven't done all that genealogy work for no reason.
You were supposed to learn something from it.  If you couldn't slog through it, I will give you the short
version: you should have lost trust for anyone in these old peerage families, with the reddest flags
hanging on names like Cohen, Levi, Kaufmann, Hoffman, Stanley, Stuart/Stewart,
Comnene/Comin/Cummings, Vasa, Jagiellon, Murray, Bennett, Webb, Whitney, Spencer, Russell,
Sachs/Saxe, Schiff, and many others.  If someone has the same name as a President or other famous
politician, a movie star, or a billionaire, be very suspicious.  Rather than assume no one is related and
there are no links, assume all these famous people are related and that all possible links pertain.  You
should trust no one in government or Hollywood on either side, since they are all cousins working
together to turn your mind to mush.  Resist.  No matter what they say or claim, these people will never
save you.  They will only continue to prey on you.  Only you can save you, and the first step in that
saving is refusing to fall for any of their projects.   

Added December 25, 2023:  Greg Reese at Infowars is again caught responding to my papers in this
wretched video that went up today.  In it he sells Cowan, Steiner, terrain theory, and the “heart is not a
pump” psyop, just two weeks after this paper went up.  Some readers angrily wrote in telling me the
alternative media was not selling this stuff.  Oh, I think they are.  

*Raw milk, anti-soy, good fats, etc.

https://www.infowars.com/posts/the-mysterious-human-heart/
https://www.statesman.com/story/news/politics/politifact/2022/01/27/fact-check-did-biden-exempt-congress-vaccine-mandate/9225331002/

